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Encounter-samplingdesigns are data-collection
proceduresin which population units are included
in the sampleasthey are detected,or "encountered."
Perhaps the most familiar examples of encountersamplingdesignsare line-transect(e.g. Burnhamet
al. 1980) and line-intercept (e.g. De Vries 1979) procedures.One characteristicof encounter-sampling
designsis that a sampling frame (e.g. Cochran 1977)
of population units is not required. When individuals
are mobile, elusive, or possessother characteristics
that make it difficult to constructa samplingframe,

of inclusionand partial informationof the total lifetime of detected nests in the model. While all of these

modelsattemptto treat the probabilitystructureof
thedata,onlythe Pollock-Cornelius
andBromaghinMcDonaldmodelsdosofullyandcorrectly.
Although
Heisey and Nordheim (1990) indicated that the Pollock-Corneliusmodel producesbiased estimatesof
nest survival, recent information (Pollock and Cornelius unpubl. data) suggeststhat the bias decreases
as the time between visits to nests decreases.

All of thenest-survival
modelsaredesigned
topro-

encounter-sampling
designsoften providethe only duceestimators
of a singleparameter,
theprobability
effectivemeansof samplinga population.A second of nest-success,
while acknowledging
the biasednacharacteristicof encounter-samplingdesignsis that ture of the data.To someextent,they have all been
they lack controlover the subsetof the population successful.
However,any numberof additionalparametersmay alsobe of interest, and their estimation,
comprisingthe sample.As a result,datacollectedby
these proceduresoften are not representativeof the
whichis alsocomplicated
by thebiasednatureof the
population of interest (i.e. a biasedsample),and are data,hasreceivedlittle attention.We presenta sambest viewed as a probability sample. If variables of
pling designand estimationprocedures
thatdirectly
interestare correlatedwith the probabilityof inclu- utilize the unequalprobabilitieswith which nestsare
sion, the data cannotbe treatedas a simple random includedin the sample.The methodis developed
sample,and estimatorsbasedupon randomsampling from a classical
samplingapproachin that all chartheory are biased (Rao 1965). In these cases,designspecificestimatorsor bias correctionsdependent on
the probability structure of the data must be employed.
A populationof bird nestsis oneexampleof a population whosestudyrequiresthe useof an encountersampling technique.In addition to the obviouslack
of a samplingframe, the populationis demographically open in that nestsare initiated and fail through
time. The usual sampling design consistsof con-

acteristicsof the population of nestsare considered

asfixed;randomness
observed
in thedataisduesolely
to the samplingdesign.The designconsistsof temporally systematicsearchesfor nests,and nests are

includedin the sampleastheyaredetected.Themodel assumes
that nestsare(approximately)
agedat the
timeof detectionandmonitoreduntil theyeitherfail
oraresuccessful.
Thesystematic
designpermitsprobabilities of inclusion to be estimated. The estimates

are employedin modifiedHorvitz-Thompsonesti-

ducting searchesfor viable nests,including all de-

mators(Horvitz and Thompson 1952) to obtain esti-

tectednestsin the sample.Data collectedunder such
a design are biased becauselonger-lived nests are
included in the sanaplewith higher probability than
are shorter-lived nests(Mayfield 1961). However, the

matesof any parameterthat can be expressedas a
total or a ratio of totals.Suchparametersincludethe
probability a nest survivesto success,
the number of

methodby which searches
are conducted,typically,

nests initiated.

is not structuredand is not helpful in deriving esti-

The samplingmodeL--Considera fixed geographic
area in which birds are nesting. Nests are initiated
and survive for someperiod of time. The population

mators.

The parameter naostoften of interest is the nestsurvival rate (i.e. probability a nest survives to "success").Successis often defined as the production of

at least one offspring,though other definitionsare
equally appropriate.Nest-survivalratesmay be estimated using a number of models. Mayfield (1961,
1975), Johnson (1979), and Bart and Robson (1982)
modeled

nest survival

after detection.

Hensler

and

nests which survive to success,and the numbers of

of interest consists of all nests which

the

geographic area and a time frame are used to define
the population.The population sizeis denotedN and

Nichols (1981), Pollock and Cornelius (1988), and

the number

Bromaghin and McDonald (1993) modeled the entire

is denoted

existence of nests by incorporating probabilities

exist within

area for any portion of a specifiedtime frame. For
example,the time framemight be constructedto contain all or some interesting portion of the nesting
seasonof the speciesunder consideration.Thus, a

of time units in the time frame of interest
D.

The time frame of D time units is divided

into a
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Fig. 1. Schematicdiagram of systematic-encounter-sampling design. Circles represent physical locationof nestswithin study area;vertical lines above
circles indicate lifetime of nests within

time frame;

and arrows on time axisindicate temporal location of
searches.

in Figure 2 for severalvalues of/S. We now present
a maximum-likelihoodprocedurefor estimating
Given

numberof periods,eachconsistingof d time units.
One time unit is selected at random

from the first

the time units on which

searches were

con-

ducted, knowledge of the time unit each nest was
detected,and knowledgeof the lifetime of eachde-

tected nest, two additional quantities can be deterthe selectedtime unit and every dth time unit there- mined. Let s be the number of searches conducted
afterthroughoutthe timeframe(i.e.a systematic
search during the lifetime of a nestand let m be the number
with a randomstartingpoint). All detectednestsare of searchesduring which the nest was not detected
includedin the sample.Figure 1 conceptuallyillus- prior to inclusion in the sample. For the ith nest, s•is
a fixed quantity, conditioned on x,, D, and d, and m,
tratesthe samplingdesign.

period.A searchis conductedfor activenestsduring

The number of time units a nest has existed within
the time frame is determined at the time of detection.

is a realization of a random variable. Given s,, m• con-

tainsinformationconcerning/•;largevaluesof/• will
Nestsare then monitoreduntil they fail, are success- tend to result in small valuesof m,.This relationship
ful, or the end of the time frame is reached. Note that
may be exploited to obtain a maximum-likelihood
it may be necessaryto monitor nestspastthe end of estimate of
Under the assumptionsof the systematicdesign,
the time frame in order to observesometypes of
variables, such as the fate of a nest. The total number
the probabilityof observing{m•,m2..... m,t is given
of time units a nest exists within the time frame is
by the conditional-likelihoodfunction
termed its lifetime,

denoted as x. Other variables of

interest,denotedasy's,maybe recordedat any time.
Estimation
procedure.--Let/•
be the probabilitya nest

,•

(1- fi),,j'

(2)

is detectedduringan individualsearchgivenit is in

where n is the number

existenceat that time. Assumingthat/• is equal for
all nestsand constantthroughtime and that nestsare
independentlydetected,the probabilityof inclusion
for a nestwith lifetime x is given by

of the likelihood function is the probability the ith
nest was detectedon the (m, + 1)st search,given it

•(x) = 1 - (1 - t•)•l + Go - (x/d)]b

(1)

of detected nests. The ith term

was detected on one of the s,searchesconducted dur-

ing its lifetime. The maximum-likelihoodestimateof

/•,denoted/},
isthatvaluewhichmaximizes
L(/•)(Hogg
and Craig 1978).As an estimatorcannotbe expressed

where0isthe largestintegerin x/d (Bromaghin1991). in closed form, the likelihood function must be maxA derivation of •r(x) is presentedin the Appendix.
imized using numerical techniques(e.g. Luenberger
As D and d are specifiedby the systematic
design 1984).
and x is recordedfor eachnest,an estimateof/S proAn estimator
of the asymptotic
variance
of 8, devidesan estimateof •r(x).Graphsof •r(x)are presented

notedas•,(/}),canbeobtained
through
theinforma-
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tion limit (Rao 1973). This estimator can be easily

the estimators

derived and is given by

estimator are given by
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of the ratio and the variance

& = n? -- (n -- 1)?,

of the

(9)

and

[1 -- (1 -(3)

respectively,where the first term of equation (10) is
an estimatedfinite population correctionfactor.
An example.--Theestimationprocedurespresented
imum of the likelihood function may not be stable.
In these cases,Bromaghin and McDonald (1992) rec- in the previoussectionwere applied to data collected
ommendedthat bootstrapestimatesof/• and v(/•) be during a studyof nestingwaterfowl in North Dakota
employed (Elton 1982,Gleason1988) sincebootstrap (Klett and Johnson1982). Weekly searchesfor roadestimatesare likely to be lesssensitiveto influential sidenestingwaterfowl were conductedusinga cableobservations.In any event, the remainder of this dis- chain drag in 1976 and 1977. Detected nests were
cussion
aSStLmes
that• and½r(/•)
havebeenobtained revisited at weekly intervals until nestseither failed
or were successful. A nest was considered successful
in some appropriate manner.
We now present estimation proceduresfor any pa- if at least one nestling survived to leave the nest.
rameter that can be expressedas a total or a ratio of Considered here are 1976 and 1977 observations of
and Blue-winged Teal
totals. A modified Horvitz-Thompson estimator Mallard (Anasplatyrhynchos)
(Horvitz and Thompson 1952), with the probabilities (A. discors)nests that were either successfulor deof inclusion being estimatedrather than known, is stroyed. Following Klett and Johnson (1982), abanrecommendedfor the estimationof population totals. doned nestswere excludedfrom the analysis.
Although the searcheswere not initiated on a ranThis estimator is given by
domly selectedday and the weekly searchschedule
was not strictly followed, these data may be approximately analyzed under the systematic-encountersampling design. Defining y as 1 for all nestswhich
where •r(x,)is equation(1) evaluatedat x = x,, and •
survived to successand 0 for all nests that failed, and
When either n or/• is small, the estimator of the max-

• = • y,/•(x,),

(4)

= 8. Note that equation(4) produces
an estimateof

defining z as 1 for all nests,equation(9) estimatesthe

the populationsize,N, if y isdefinedas1 for all nests. probability a nest survivesto success,denoted •. Un-

Thisspecial
caseis denoted/Q.An estimate
of the der the same condition of y, equation (4) estimates

variance of equation (4) can be obtained using the
delta method (Seber 1982) and is given by

•(•)

Y'

0

x,

- 011- •(x,)](1- •)-,
A ratio of totals is a functional

. (5)

statistic and can be

estimatedusing a jackknife procedure (Elton 1982).
Let z, be the value of an additional characteristic of

interest possessedby the ith unit and let Z be the
population total of the z characteristic.Also, let the
ratio of population totals, Y[Z, be denoted r. Then,
defining

?=,=y, • z,

the total number of successful nests, denoted S. The

estimatesobtained under the naive model (proportion of neststhat were successful),by Klett and Johnson (1982) using the Mayfield (1975) model, and under the systematic-encounter-sampling
design are
presented in Table 1. The estimatesobtained under
the systematic-encounter-sampling
designwere computedusingthe programENCOUNTR, which is available from the authors.
The estimates

of nest survival

rates obtained

under

the systematic-encounter-sampling
design compare
quite favorably with the estimatesobtained using the
Mayfield method. In all cases,the estimatedcoefficientsof variation are substantiallysmaller under the
systematic-encounter-samplingdesign. These estimatesare not basedon the assumptionthat the probability of surviving a single time unit is equal for all
nestsand constantthrough time, as are the estimates
obtainedunder the Mayfield model. In addition,the
procedurespresentedhere permit the population size
and the number of successfulnests, parametersof
interest in most applications, to be estimated.

and

Discussion.--The systematic-encounter-sampling
designis appropriatefor the study of any population
of nesting birds in which the age of nests can be
determined at the time of detection. An important
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and McDonald 1992). In particular, if the lifetimes of

of variation(•'V), expressed
as percentages,
ob- nests can be determined accurately on average, the
tained under the naive model, the Mayfield model,
and the systematic-encounter-samplingmodel.a

statisticalquality of the estimatorsappears to suffer

Quantity

preferable to overestimate lifetimes than to underestimatethem. This is apparent from an examination
of Figure 2; overestimation of x producesa smaller

Naive

Mayfield

Mallard

•'

Systematic

(1976)

0.315

0.207

0.260

•"V(•)

*

16.70

6.63

•

*

*

0.483

Cv(•)

ß

*

õ

*

*

•'V(g)

*

*

lq

*

*

•"V(lq)

*

*

Mallard

•

1.62
4.13

0.559

0.610

2.67
0.651
7.04

*
*

•'V(•)

*

10.99
*
*

g

*

*

•'V(õ)

*

*

Iq

*

*

*

*

56

0.39
91

1.92

Blue-winged Teal (1976)

•'
•"V(•)
•

0.446
*
*

0.307
10.86

0.352
4.55

*

0.411

•'V(•)

*

*

õ

*

*

•'V(õ)

*

*

Iq

*

*

•"V(•)

*

*

7.30
104

2.07
293

3.99

Blue-winged Teal (1977)

•

0.736

0.639

0.685

•'V(•)

*

8.46

2.17

•

*

*

0.603

•"V(•)

*

*

6.06

•V(õ)

*

*

lq

*

*

•"V(lq)

*

*

0.62
115

1.65

' Asterisk (*) indicates quantity could not be estimated under the
model.

data requirement is that detected nestsbe monitored
until the data of interest is observed, which is until
either

success or failure

occurs for estimation

of sur-

vival rates.However, given theserestrictions,the design requires relatively few assumptions.While the
design requires the implicit assumptionthat searches
cover the entire study area, this assumptioncan be
dealt with through a stratificationof the study area.

Although,strictlyspeaki•g,the designassumes
that
the lifetime

undoubtedly robust to some violations of this as-

sumption.
Forexample,
if • is heterog•enous
butnot

0.663

•"V(•)

changein the estimationof the probability of inclusion than doesunderestimationby an equal amount.
The estimators presented here assume that the
probability of detection, •, is equal for all nestsand
constantthrough time. Although this assumptionappearsreasonablein the example, it would be violated
in many applications. However, the estimators are

165

(1977)

•

CV(Iq)

8.00
43

little. If nest lifetimes are estimated with bias, it is

of detected nests is determined

without

error, simulationresultsindicate the designis robust
to modestviolations of this assumption(Bromaghin

correlated with variables of interest, /• producesan
estimate of the population mean •. In this case,the
statisticalquality of the estimatorswould not suffer
greatly, although someincreasein variability would
be expected. In many studies, • would be expected
to vary as a function of such factorsas time, weather,
age of nesting birds, habitat differences within the
study area, and the differing abilities of searchers.
Sincesuch factorsare likely to vary greatly between
nesting studies,we have made no attempt to develop
proceduresto incorporate them. However, the basic
approachused here could easily be modified to incorporate most, or all, such situations.
Bromaghin and McDonald (1992) summarized a
simulationstudy undertakento investigatethe properties of these estimatorsunder general conditions.
Although the simulation was not specifically designedto model nestingstudies,many of the conclusions are applicable. The results indicated that the
estimatorshave desirable statisticalproperties under
many conditions.In general, ratios,suchas survival
rates, are estimated with little bias and small variance

under nearly all scenarios,primarily becauseviolations of assumptionsinfluence both the numerator
and denominatorof the estimatorto a similar degree.
Estimatesof totals tend to be positively biasedand
have larger variance. As might be expected,the primary factor influencing the quality of estimatesof
totals is the search effort (i.e. an interaction of the

magnitude of the probability of detection and the
frequency with which searchesare conducted).However, the tendency of estimatesof totals to be positively biased can be greatly reduced or even made
negligible by increasing the search effort.
The example illustratesa number of differencesbetween traditional nest-survivalmodelsand this pro-

cedureand merits further discussion.In particular,
the coefficientsof variationare uniformly smallerand
estimatesof nest-survival rates are uniformly larger

underthe systematic-encounter-sampling
designthan
under the Mayfield (1975) model. The reduction in
variance is easily explained.Strictly speaking,traditional nest-survival models, including the May field
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(1975) model, require samplingwith replacement,although such models often may be applied without
concernwhen the sampleis small with respectto the

population.However,the populationwas relatively
small, and since the method used to detect nests was

quite efficient, a large proportion of the population
was observed (Klett and Johnson 1982). Use of a
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since P(t) = lid. Now, d(O+ 1) - x choicesof t result

in 0 searchesbeing conductedduring the x time units
a nest is in existence and x -

dO choices of t result in

0 + 1 searchesbeing conducted.AS the searchesare
assumedindependentand the probabilityof detecting a neston any one searchis/• if it is in existence
and 0 if it is not,

APPENDIX

1

,•(x)= 1- • [(d(0
+ 1)- x)(1- 8)0
Derivationof theprobability
ofinclusion.--LetP(S)representthe probabilityof the event S, let E represent
"• (X -- d0)(1 -- •)0+1].
(12)
exclusionfrom the sample,and let t representthe
randomlyselectedtime unit on which the firstsearch This function can easilybe written in the form given
will be conducted. Then
in equation (1).
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Applicationof ComputedTomographyto Morphological
Study of Emperor and Ad&lie Penguins
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Computed tomography (CT) has been commonly
applied to medical scienceand clinics. This scanning

techniquealso has been applied to the functional
physiologyof human muscle.H•iggmarket al. (1978),
Schantz et al. (1983) and Borkan et al. (1983) used CT
for measuringthe cross-sectional
area of muscleand
subcutaneousfat. Through these studies it was revealed that CT provides a rapid and accuratemeasuringmethodwithout sectioningof material.
Using CT, we first attemptedto measurethe body
and organ cross-sectional
area of one male Emperor
Penguin(Aptenodytes
forsteri;the largestpenguin)and
one female Adblie Penguin (Pygoscelis
adeliae;a me-

dium-sizedpenguin), which were initially collected
for measuring heavy-metal concentrations.We calculatedthe body and organvolumesfrom the serial
measurementsof cross-sectional
areaaspart of a morphologicalanalysisof internal organ size. Here we
report the preliminary resultsof our study.
Methods.--Wecollectedthe Emperorand Adblie
penguins from Riiser-LarsenPeninsula (68ø50'S,
34ø40'E)
and Langhovde(69ø13'S,
39ø39'W),Antarctica
on 19 September1990 and 18 January 1991, respectively. The birds were euthanizedby intermuscular
injectionof Ketaminehydrochlorideand keptfrozen
at -20øC. The frozen materialswere laterally scanned

by a Yokogawa
CT scanner(ImageMaxII). CT images
were obtained at 10-mm intervals, perpendicular to

sPresentaddress:Facultyof Agriculture,Hokkaido
University, Kita-ku, Sapporo,Japan.

the longitudinalbodyaxisfrom top of the beakto
end of the foot extendedcaudad.Imageswere filmed

